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Introduction 

The universe is a place with many possibilities and potentials and man is a creature with many 

sides. God created man in His own image to have dominion over all other creations. As 

Santrock (2005:1) put it, the entire world is a stage and all the men and women have their 

entrances and their exits but each man in his time plays many parts. The rhythm and meaning 

of people’s lives are shrouded in mysteries and many try to gain mastery over these mysteries. 

Just as the rhythm and meaning of lives involve biological foundations, the knowledge and 

control of human lives involve wisdom and manipulation of human situations. Knowledge is 

surely an ornament in prosperity and a refuge in adversity. People want to know and 

understand the world around them. Everybody has the potential to know and many are 

remarkable for their use of language to make sense out of chaos. Our generation depends on 

the creative ability of individuals to face the world. The whole universe is split into halves: me 

and you, builders and destroyers, and in all these, language remains the weapon of creation 

and destruction, a weapon of offence and defence. Just as there are different people with 

different ways of saying the same thing, there are also different languages with different 

potentials for creativity. But in all language is a universal phenomenon for shaping the world 

and people of the world. 

Employees and equipment provide the required creative spark for effective functioning 

of human resources in organizations but language provides the medium through which the 

processes and results are projected. International competition in domestic and foreign markets 

explain the emergence of globalization in commodity chain but international marketing of 

foreign and domestic goods underscore the emergence of globalization in language. People 

design and produce goods and services but market forces and quality control strategies 

allocate financial equivalents in marketing the products. In the remote past, it was trade by 

batter but in recent times, it is trade by bargain. And the success of the bargain depends much 

on the power of bargain and medium of its transaction. In all these situations, language 

remains the most powerful weapon of bargain and interaction. 

Employers and employees who are involved in international operation are required to 

be in compliance with the laws of the nations in which they operate and since these laws are 

usually encoded in international languages, the operators must be in compliance with the 

relevant language to access the tenets of the law.  

Milkovich and Boudreau (1991) use a scientific concept in quantum physics to explain 

how to measure management. Just as the effects of laser light on ions affect how the ion 

behaves, the reaction of people in specific issues depends on how their behavior is measured. 

While it is important to know who measures the performance, it is more important to know 

how the information is communicated and language is the medium of this communication. The 

portrait of global interconnections with the long reach of international market and commodity 
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chain occupies the centre of international discourse in globalization but the relevance of 

language in international politics and commerce demands a unique attention because of its 

centrality in capturing the commonalities and peculiarities of transactions (Onuigbo, 2013). 

Just as the power of life and death is in the mouth, the success or failure of political and 

commercial enterprises depends on the language of interaction. [That is why this paper 

examines the place of English Language in a globalized economy with a view to projecting its 

centrality in information storage, conveyance and exploitation]. One may wonder why, in doing 

this, the paper dwells much on human resource management and production but the following 

discussion will explain why. 

According to McMichael (2000) it is in our bid to make sense of our dramatically 

changing world that most governments are opening their economies to global competition. And 

for business and political elites across the world, development and globalization are becoming 

synonymous. Today’s world holds a complex network of interdependencies among her people 

especially as it concerns her technology and processes of production. One other interesting 

thing is that the global workforce is spread among the production links of the world 

commodity chain and their modes of operation are captured in language. 

Everyone knows that we live in a world without boundaries, a world where everyone 

seems to speak the same language. And this is a world held together by the tender net of 

technologies that can snap any time. But there is something, a strong phenomenon that tends 

to grow stronger with every passing day and that is the language of the age. That language is 

the English Language. The French village and its growing patronage in the scheme of academics 

of the foreign users today cannot achieve the same level of grip on the people. The Chinese 

Confucius Institutes and its Centers of linguistic awareness as well as the lavish incentives to 

her new found friends cannot equal the firm grip of English language on the people. The 

Chinese technologies and its aggressive political and economic evangelism cannot destabilize 

the frontiers of world Englishes nor can it compare with the deep-rooted competences in 

English linguistics. Whether we like to acknowledge it or not, one distinctive feature of the 21st 

Century is the emergence of a powerful apparatus of communication with a universal appeal. 

Even at the risk of repetition, I dare say that the continents and the people of the world have 

always been connected through exchange of ideas and goods but there has never been a 

stronger cord of interdependencies and interrelationship than that fostered by the recent 

communication revolution (Onuigbo, 2013). The emergence of the world-wide-web and its 

dragnet has affected and is affecting the structure of people’s lives and their activities. If one is 

not caught in the internet fraud, one is affected by the web-pollution. The crucial question 

which this paper tries to address, therefore, is: how the English Language came into the 

scheme of affairs and how this affects the global economy. 

 

English Language in World Economy 

The revolution in the field of communication with the climax in information and 

communication technology creates for us a wide access to the knowledge of events and 

activities in other cultures. If knowledge is really a formidable ornament in prosperity and that 

which people strive to acquire in order to gain access into the development strategies of the 

world around them, it is important that people acquire the language that will allow them access 

into the breaking news, events and activities of the world. If the whole world has become the 
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socio-economic and political constituency of powerful nations that are determined to improve 

their comparative advantage by capturing the world resources, it is important that others key 

into the transmission line to benefit directly or indirectly from what could be likened to Hall’s 

(2010) incremental innovative fallouts. Since many of these powerful nations are strongly tied 

to the English Language as a world language that opens their resources to a greater number of 

investors, the less powerful nations strive to share the same medium of information 

conveyance. The desire to share the same medium of communication derives from the fact that 

if language is not correct, then what is said is not what is meant, if what is said is not what is 

meant, then what ought to be done remains undone and if this remains undone, morals and 

arts deteriorate and justice goes astray. If justice goes astray, people will stand about in 

hopeless confusion (Balde, 1998). That is why everything about harmony and disharmony in 

life derives from proper use or misuse of language. The fact that America is, for instance, at the 

pinnacle of human achievement explains why other less powerful nations gravitate towards 

American entrepreneurial scheme. Issues of social security and political strategies are shared 

by many nations of the world and all these nations are important to maintain the necessary 

balance of power in the world. What this means is that the nations of the world flourish within 

a global setting in which the trends and processes of operation transcend national boundaries 

and economies. What is also important is that the interplay of these forces of national 

economies underscore the concept of globalization while the language which captures the 

emerging issues acquire global significance. And there is no doubt that the English Language is 

at the centre of dissemination of information resulting from the emerging issues from the 

global trends. Current trends in the literature of globalization seem to be captured by Ebijuwa 

(2013:13) when he sees globalization in terms of the multiplicity of linkages and 

interconnections that transcend the nation states which make up the modern world system 

and market place. What is actually important is that the trends and processes in the world 

market place require transcultural narrative structure in its discourse and the English language 

serves this function. 

The spread of English through trade and colonization in the past left some imprint of 

suppression and master-servant relationship but the spread of the language today follows from 

a cherished social intercourse between the producer nations and consumer state. If the 

consumer states must enjoy the benefits from the producer nations that control the industrial 

forces of production and the human resources, these consumer states must fall in line with the 

medium of communication which is English, that singular language used in socio-economic and 

political transactions by the greatest number of people in the world. It is this situation that 

places English at the center of world economy, a position which no other language, not even 

French or Chinese, has been able to appropriate. Since decision and policies in one country 

have serious consequences for citizens of many other states, peoples and citizens of these 

states must access these decisions and policies in order to be properly aligned with the global 

socio-political and economic movements. The emergence of world-wide-web has placed the 

relevant information about the policies and decisions of many nations in public domains for all 

who care to know. The fact that knowledge is wealth explains why many like to connect to the 

source of this knowledge and since language is the only channel through which this knowledge 

is acquired, one understands why English has become a world language with emerging 

varieties that are still faithful to the common core features. It is the fact of the emergence of 
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national varieties that gave rise to world Englishes as an acceptable phenomenon in 

scholarship. The spread of English as a medium of science and technical education makes it the 

preferred channel into the world-wide-web and, of course, the only common currency for 

effective communication exchange in cyber journalism (Onuigbo and Eyisi, 2008). 

Long before the emergence of the internet and English as the language of networking, 

Grimm had in 1852 projected into the future and hinted that of all the modern languages of the 

world, none had at the time acquired such great strength as English. According to him, it may 

just be called the language of the world which, like the English nation herself, is destined to 

reign in future with more extensive sway over all parts of the globe. The projection made by 

Grimm in 1852 was captured as an established reality more than one hundred years after by 

Kachru in 1982. According to his remarks, 

There has never before been a single language which spread over most part of the world 

as English has done in the century. The spread of English is as significant in the past as it 

is in the modern use of computers. When the amount of information needing to be 

processed came to exceed human capabilities, computer appeared on the scene, 

transforming the process of planning and calculation. When the need for global 

communications came to exceed the limits set by language barriers, the spread of 

English accelerated, transforming existing patterns of international communication  

– Kachru (1982:ix) 

As the frontiers of the language continue to expand, its integrative power continues to 

increase to strengthen it as the only enduring cord that sustains the global information chain. 

The relevance of the elaborate reference to human resource management and production of 

goods and services can be more appreciated as we see the English language as that language of 

information link between the various stages in the production of goods and services on the one 

hand and the stages of demand and supply on the other. The chain metaphor also helps us to 

understand that when we consume finished products, we participate in the global process of 

production that links us with the peoples, places and resources involved in the production line. 

The production stages of all the goods and services of the world may not have been captured in 

English, but English, because of its apparent universal appeal, is utilized to capture the final 

messages of production, distribution and consumption of many goods. 

Electronic impulses, rapid circulation of money and emerging cashless transactions as 

well as the changing style of politics and political alignments are no more the exclusive 

preserve of America and Europe. Many nations of the world, including the third world 

countries, are already enjoying or suffering from emerging trends as a result of the power of 

English to capture and characterize these activities of the changing world. It is always said that 

knowledge is power and power ordinarily manifests through the use of brutal force or through 

ideological manipulation to control the consciousness to accept desired values. That is 

probably why Ezeifeka (2010) maintains that interpersonal relations are based on power and 

language is the underlying force of sustenance. She strengthens her position with the views of 

Wodak (2005) which indicates that language indexes power, expresses power and is involved 

where there is contentions over power. If one agrees with Kachru (1982) that “there has never 

before been a single language which spread over most parts of the world as English”, we must 

agree also that English is the language of power manipulation. 
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As we recognize the place of English in information sharing to maintain the global 

balance of power and sustain the strategies of human resource management, we must 

acknowledge the place of language in social networking. To the “old school” in education 

industry in Nigeria, for instance, the attraction before the millennium economic and power 

craze was to the electronic and print media to maintain a steady improvement in competence 

and performance in English. To the new generation in a fast lane of life, there is great 

attachment to social media to abbreviate the processes of life and interaction in order to 

maintain the rhythm of social networking and fast life. The same world-wide-web that reduces 

the world to a global village with internet facilities that ensure effective information sharing 

provides the youth of today with networking facilities that are fast changing, not just the way 

we learn and the way we entertain others but also the way we communicate and earn our 

living. What is actually worrisome is that such social networks as facebook and 2go which are 

functional in the internet exercises inextricable hold on our youth. This new generation of 

youths who can spend hours in their media chat are fast losing their relevance in the families 

and the variety of language they create has no recourse to the demands of the common core 

features of English. The fact that language allows for creativity does not provide for free-for-all 

injection of jargons and unconventional abbreviations into the word formation processes of 

English. 

 

Conclusion 

The 21st Century is marked by the emergence of a powerful apparatus of communication in a 

world connected by global technologies. The Information and Communication Technology 

revolution remains a pleasurable development that may continue to affect lives for a long time. 

In a world connected with emerging technologies, language remains a powerful channel of 

information dissemination and it is believed that the English Language is that language that 

performs this function more extensively than any other language in the world. For this reason, 

people make reference to world Englishes (Bamgbose et al, 1995) that cut across national 

boundaries. It is the international posture of English that tends to give it a central position in 

world economy. However, the developments in the last decade that gave rise to the 

development of social media and emergence of social networking tend to be affecting English 

in a globalized economy. Even when language is a rich and adaptable instrument for the 

configuration of events (Onuigbo, 2013), there is need for order in the process of adaptation of 

this instrument to sustain the beauty of English in the globalized economy. 
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